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“The solution to the refugee crisis is 
beyond the powers of any one country, 
whichever it might be. Europe can 
solve different crises, whether Greek, 
Ukrainian, refugee or any other kind 
only when we are together”, said 
President Rossen Plevneliev in his 
speech on the occasion of the 130th 
anniversary of the Reunification of the 
Principality of Bulgaria with Eastern 
Rumelia. On the previous day, the two-
day meeting of EU foreign ministers 
in Luxembourg ended with yet another 
failed attempt to reach a consensus 
on the refugee crisis. Some of the 
participants insisted on mandatory 
quotas for refugees, and others - that 
border control and trafficking be 
combated first. Foreign ministers of the 
EU countries declared their desire for the 
establishment in third countries of safe 
areas for refugees and receipt of their 
applications, reads a joint declaration 
adopted at the meeting.
“The European Commission and 
EU Member States need to establish 
operational limits in EU countries 
and perhaps in neighboring Balkan 
countries, reception centers for 
migrants where they will be identified 
and registered before their applications 

for asylum are considered. The EU 
and Member States must support 
this common effort by providing 
personnel and technical assistance,” the 
document reads. Brussels now focuses 
entirely refugee quotas rather than 
on the problem of illegal immigrants. 
According to the High Representative 
for Foreign Affairs Federica Mogherini, 
“we should talk only about a refugee 
crisis, because the majority of the 
coming migrants are Syrians, Afghans, 
Eritreans and Iraqis fleeing the war.” 
The EU plans to create a “permanent 
mechanism for settling migrants in 
countries of the community, as the 
number of incoming migrants should be 
determined in proportion to the size of 
the EU member states,” is the opinion 
of the Minister for Foreign Affairs of 
Luxembourg Jean Asselborn, whose 
country holds the EU presidency.
It is a priority for Bulgaria to maintain 
a high level of preparedness for 
any potential increase in migration 
pressures and to provide the necessary 
organization, conditions and care for 
asylum seekers in the country.
“I think that the great merit of our policy 
is that we have been managing to cope 
with this problem and to register all who 

enter legally, to identify their origin, their 
identity and fingerprint them,” Deputy 
Prime Minister and Interior Minister 
Rumyana Bachvarova said in parliament 
during the first blitz control of the new 
plenary session. “From now on, our 
efforts are directed at having illegal 
migrants, mostly entering from Turkey, 
detained and brought to the registration 
centers to channel the process. Despite 
the difficulties and the threefold increase 
in intensity, we have been managing the 
majority of people who cross over to our 
territory, to grant them this status and 
to provide them care at refugee centers, 
which requires our humane attitude.” 
According to Deputy PM Bachvarova, 
the government will take steps to cope 
with the migration pressure even if it 
were to increase. Half of the fence along 
the Bulgarian-Turkish border should be 
completed by the end of this autumn, 
predicts Deputy Prime Minister Rumiana 
Bachvarova. About 20 km of the facility 
have already been built, as the full length 
of the fence should cover nearly 130 
kilometers. She explained that special 
openings will be made through which 
people can pass, as the goal is to direct 
the immigrant flow to the official border 
crossings.

Refugees - Europe's next big  
political challenge by Iliana Raicheva
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Eleven Bulgarian companies have 
entered the ranking of the one hundred 
biggest firms in Southeast Europe. 
The traditional SEE Top 100 ranking 
was organized by SeeNews and was 
published on the website of Mediapool 
news agency. 
Burgas-based Lukoil Neftochim is 
Bulgaria’s best performing company 
and has kept its third position in the 
ranking. Aurubis Bulgaria has also kept 
its eight position in SEE Top 100. Most 
Bulgarian companies which entered 
the ranking are operating in power 
engineering. Kaufland Bulgaria retail 
company advanced from 74th position to 
61st position in SEE Top 100. Kozloduy 
nuclear power plant placed 92nd and the 
Bulgarian Telecommunication Company 
occupies the 95th position in the ranking.
Eighteen Bulgarian banks entered the 
SEE Top 100 ranking of the 100 biggest 
banks in the Southeast region of Europe. 

In 2014, eighteen local banks placed 
among the one hundred biggest banks in 
South East Europe, too. A sign that the 
Bulgarian banking system has managed 
to deal with the turmoil engendered 
by the bankruptcy of Bulgaria’s fourth 
largest bank- Corporate Commercial 
Bank, the authors of the ranking point 
out. Unicredit Bulbank placed 8th in the 
ranking, followed by DSK Bank, which 
occupied the 12th position. Both financial 
institutions kept their positions of last 
year. First Investment Bank, which 
experienced serious liquidity problems 
in 2014 and had to be supported by the 
state, after Brussels gave the green light 
to that financial transaction, advanced to 
the 13th position from its previous 17th 
place. United Bulgarian Bank has kept 
its 23rd position. Eurobank Bulgaria has 
advanced from 28th to 24th position in 
the ranking and Raiffeisenbank Bulgaria 
moved one position forward to No 25. 

Twenty five Bulgarian insurance 
companies placed in the ranking of 
the one hundred biggest insurers in 
Southeast Europe. Armeec AD places 
highest in this ranking, occupying the 
20th position, followed by Bulstrad 
Vienna Insurance Group and Lev Ins AD 
insurance companies.

Eleven Bulgarian companies enter list of 100 
biggest firms in Southeast Europe by Iliana Raicheva
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A team of scientists has 
managed to produce electricity 
from hydrogen sulphide in 

the Black Sea. The discovery gives 
hope to inventors searching for new 
and environmentally friendly sources 
of energy. The hydrogen sulphide in 
the Black Sea precludes the existence 
of life in 90% of its waters, but it 
can still be valuable as a renewable 
energy source with great benefits to the 
economy, says Prof. Venko Beshkov 
from the Institute of Chemical 
Engineering in Sofia, who led the 
experiments. The project involves 
also scientists from the Institute of 
Oceanology at the Bulgarian Academy 
of Sciences, as well as scientists from 
Georgia and Romania. According to 
prof. Beshkov, there were some 4.5 
billion tonnes of hydrogen sulphide 
in the Black Sea, which could 
produce around 10-12 TWh annually. 
Calculations show the quantity of 
hydrogen sulphide formed in the 
sea for a year is 10 times more than 

the amount of natural gas Bulgaria 
buys. “There will be no greenhouse 
gas emissions when water from the 
sea is processed,” Professor Beshkov 
explains and adds:
“The idea is to transform energy from 
the deep waters of the Black Sea into 
electricity. We have developed an 
original fuel cell design, which allows 
for the use of hydrogen sulphide 
and oxygen from the air for the 
production of electricity. The idea of 
the processing technology is our own 
and the institute has been working on 
it for four years. During experiments, 
the probes of the ‘Academic’ ship 
reached a depth of 1,000 meters, 
where the concentration of hydrogen 
sulphide is high enough. We found out 
that by pumping out water from the 
deep sea we actually get much better 
results in comparison to laboratory 
experiments. Similar experiments 
have been conducted by Bulgarian 
and Russian scientists for producing 
energy from seawater in the past. 

These experiments aimed at the 
decomposition of hydrogen sulphide. 
However, this consumed large amounts 
of energy with lots of waste. In our 
work, the energy consumption is much 
lower than the energy we ultimately 
obtain. Now, the aim is to obtain a 
sufficiently high capacity of produced 
electricity, which would trigger 
practical interest among potential 
investors. Our work continues and our 
objective is to improve the reliability 
of the materials and mechanisms used 
in the fuel cell, making it better suited 
for practical application. I do not want 
to make predictions about the future, 
but in a year or two we would have an 
electricity-producing facility located 
in the sea. The aim is to connect it 
to the national electricity grid and 
hopefully, after proving successful, our 
project would attract serious investors. 
Currently, we enjoy the support and 
interest among fellow scientists. They 
are closely following our work on the 
project.”

Scientists probe deep Black Sea waters 
in search of new energy source by Gergana Mancheva

zoom/technology
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What does this actually mean? To 
put it simply it means the country 
has an enormous but untapped 
potential to develop this tourist 
segment that has rapidly been 
gaining in popularity. This is 
indicated by the latest country 
ranking by the Adventure Travel 
and Trade Association (ATTA). 
According to observers, this is a 
sector that is yet to develop in this 
country.
According to the ATTA, the countries 
where adventure tourism is most 
advanced in 2015 are Switzerland, the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia. The top 
three developing adventure tourism 
destinations are Estonia, Chile and 
Bulgaria. Apparently, adventure tours 
account for a growing share of the 
tourist offers in the world – last year 
alone this segment generated revenues 
totaling USD 265 billion which is 65 
percent up on 2009.
“According to the ATTA, adventure 
tours must include two of the three 
elements: connection with nature, 
interaction with culture and physical 
activity. We in Bulgaria are able to 
combine all three,” says Gergana 
Nikolova who represents the 
world organization in this country. 

According to foreign experts, what 
makes Bulgaria unique are its 
mountains, preserved ancient towns 
and villages, as well as the age-old 
traditions kept alive by the local 
population. Getting to know the 
country may be just the adventure 
people wanting to get away from the 
tourist clichés and “asphalt holidays” 
are looking for. Moreover, developing 
this segment will attract more visitors 
from abroad and will generate more 
revenues. Yet, the key to the country’s 
developing into a leading adventure 
tourism destination is in regional 
cooperation.
“When it comes to adventure tours, 
we should be talking about the 
Balkans as one whole. We think 
that the key to the promotion of 
this lucrative industry is in offering 
packages of shared itineraries that 
cover the region,” says Gergana 
Nikolova further. And adds that 
having more than one country 
included in the package tours may 
attract more tourists, especially 
from remote destinations like USA, 
Canada, Japan.
“We have beautiful nature and 
protected territories with incredible 
biological diversity,” says Gergana 

Nikolova further. “Just one example – 
70 percent of the birds in Europe nest 
and spend the winter in Bulgaria. So, 
bird watching should be an offer that 
should be made much more popular 
among our guests from abroad. 
Let us not forget our cultural and 
historical heritage which tourists 
find so fascinating, But the “ace up 
our sleeve” in adventure travel are 
the Bulgarian mountains which are 
excellently suited for extreme tourism 
as well as for more relaxed hikes 
that will bring holidaymakers in 
contact with the local population and 
tradition. So, we have an enormous 
potential! But to unfold it we need 
to work in partnership with the 
neighbouring countries.”
Fans of adventure travel are able to 
traverse the country and get to know 
its most pristine nooks and corners, 
pay visits to old country houses, try 
local bio products, go rafting, rock 
climbing, pick herbs or go snowshoe 
hiking. But what matters most is the 
unique experience itself.
“Because many people in Bulgaria 
think that when they take tourists to a 
traditional restaurant offering local 
cuisine, that in itself is an adventure, 
yet it is far from the potential of 
the gourmet tourism that has been 
growing so popular,” says Gergana 
Nikolova. According to ATTA data 
one adventure tourism holidaymaker 
spends an average of USD 300-
400 a day. Unlike the run-of-the-
mill tourism that is predominant in 
Bulgaria, alternative travels such 
as these bring local communities 
a good profit, as 65 percent of the 
money tourists spend is left for the 
destination of their choice instead 
of sinking into the pockets of tour 
operators or travel agents.

Bulgaria third in Adventure Tourism 
Development Index by Gergana Mancheva
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CoWorkationCamp in Chepelare or how to 
combine work and entertainment by Yordanka Ivanova

A few years ago, Stanislav 
Vangelov and Polly Stoyanova 
decided to leave Bulgaria’s 

capital Sofia and settle in the Rhodope 
town of Chepelare. Tsvetelin Andreev 
is the founder of a Sofia-based 
software company. Two years ago, 
Tsvetelin met Stanislav and Polly by 
accident when he was looking for an 
office in Chepelare. At that time, Polly 
and Stanislav were already welcoming 
freelancers and digital nomads - people 
who travel the world while they work.
Their first large-scale joint initiative 
was with an international company 
for mobile payments, which opened 
an office in Bulgaria. The company 
brought together 40 people from 
Bulgaria, Germany, Brazil and 
Ireland. Several days ago, they 

completed another major project - 
the CoWorkationCamp. The name 
combines the idea of merging their 
vacation with a new inspiration, while 
the participants work on a given 
project. 
“The CoWorkationCamp is an 
initiative which was held in the town 
of Chepelare within the space of 
three weeks. It provides shared work 
space to people who can work from 
a distance”, Tsvetelin Andreev told 
Radio Bulgaria. “Over 100 people 
joined us. A number of things motivate 
people to come here. Firstly, to escape 
the heat in the big cities. Besides, they 
do not want to stop the work process, 
yet they need to make their everyday 
life more interesting. The camp 
members know that they come here 
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for both work and entertainment. Their 
leisure hours are strictly fixed, the rest 
of the time is for work. ” 
The CoWorkationCamp coincided 
with several interesting events held in 
this region - the big folklore festival 
at Rhozen, the running and cycling 
competition named Chepelarski 
Tarkala and the big bagpipe contest 
in the village of Gela. “Our team has 
developed over 100 fun applications-
workshops for local crafts, cooking, 
knitting, playing the bagpipe, pottery, 
rope climbing, etc.”According to the 
organizers, Chepelare is the perfect 
place where people can combine their 
business activities with a vacation, 
because the Rhodope town offers them 
fresh and clean air and unique nature. 
Todor Popov who works at one of 
the companies participating in the 
COWorkationCamp says: “This is the 
place where each one of us can work 
without the prejudice of what it was 
like in the city office. That is why we 
focused more on our problems and I 

believe that we have achieved positive 
results.”
After the successful end of the 
CoWorkationCamp, the three 
organizers are looking towards new 

projects and ideas in the coming 
autumn and winter season, because the 
town of Chepelare is suitable for team 
building and recreation any time of the 
year.
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Nu BoyaNa filM STudioS - ThE dREaM 
faCToRy aT ThE fooT of MouNT ViToSha

Cinema is magic, an illusion, a break from 
reality, a whirlwind of emotions. Yet it is 
an industry that runs to billions. And it 
turns out that quite a few of the world’s 
blockbusters were shot right here, at the foot 
of Mount Vitosha. Here, a stone’s throw 
from the Bulgarian capital is where Eastern 
Europe’s dream factory, otherwise known as 
Nu Boyana film studios, thrives.
Fasten your seatbelt, take a deep breath 
and get ready for one more whirlwind 
adventure. Because in Sofia’s Hollywood 
anything is possible. For example to travel 
thousands of years back or forward in time, 
to watch gladiators fighting in the Roman 
arena, to find yourself right in the middle of 
a gangster shoot-out in the streets of New 
York or to cross the Gobi desert, faint with 
thirst and hunger in an attempt to escape 

from one of Stalin’s camps… You can bump 
into Salma Hayek in some out of the way 
town in the Middle East or come up against 
Mel Gibson or Sylvester Stallone, both 
armed to the teeth. 
More than EUR 50 million has been 
invested in recent years to build studios, 
props and buy equipment; Sofia’s 
Hollywood has been the movie set for 
more than 180 world productions. A host 
of films have been shot here: 300: Rise 
of an Empire, The Black Dahlia, Conan 
the Barbarian, Spartacus, Getaway, 
The Expendables 1, 2 and 3 and other 
blockbusters that have brought to Bulgaria 
the world’s top film stars. And little by 
little, Sofia turned into a cinema city. Yariv 
Lerner, CEO of Nu Boyana Film Studios 
says the facility offers more than props 

by Veneta Nikolova
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and infrastructure but the entire cycle of 
technical and creative services that go 
into the making of a movie. Why is it 
that nowadays the big names of the film 
industry opt to make Sofia their movie 
set? 
Extras, assistant directors, stuntmen, 
makeup artists, special effect experts, 
technicians and more and more actors 
– the “Bulgarian connection” has been 
growing more noticeable in the movies 
made here. For example, over 2,000 
Bulgarian extras were hired for The 
Expendables 3.
“All special effects are done here 
– a colossal amount of work that is 
assigned exclusively to local experts,” 
Alexandra Tsvetkova from Nu Boyana 
says. “For example, The September 
of Shiraz, starring Adrien Brody is 
an international project made here 
from beginning to end – from script 
to screen. Bulgarian crews were 
hired at all levels in its making. 
Most productions with Bulgarian 
involvement avail themselves of the 
services the studios offer. One such 
film is Nobody Wants the Night, 
starring Juliette Binoche – a Bulgaria, 
Spain, France co-production.”
How far apart the stories are in time and 
space makes no matter here. A London 
street, a Greek hamlet, a medieval 
city or a city in the Middle East exist 
peacefully side by side right next to 
a coliseum from antiquity. “We have 
a New York subway, but I’m sorry to 
say it has no connection with the Sofia 
metro,” says Alexandra. The props are 
so realistic that even though they are 
made of styrofoam and are hollow, they 
look like the real thing. Set designers 
regularly “dress them up” to adapt them 
to the needs of each production or add 
visual effects virtually.
By the end of this year Nu Boyana will 
have completed 12 projects – all of 
them films starring movie stars we have 
welcomed to Sofia many times before.
Photographs courtesy of Nu Boyana Film 
Studios



Sofia, aN aNCiENT CiTy WiTh a plaCE 
iN ThE CulTuRal hiSToRy of EuRopE

It is believed that the city was named 
Sofia after the St. Sophia Church. Its 
theological meaning is the Wisdom 
of God. The church was erected in 
the 4th century over the remains of 
ancient temples. A relatively young 
capital (since 1879), Sofia is one of 
the most ancient cities in Europe, with 
its own, though relatively unknown 
contribution to the continent’s cultural 
history.
We talk about some symbolic events 
in Sofia’s past with the city’s Deputy 
Mayor Todor Tchobanov who is an 
archeologist. 
“There is evidence of settled life 
here dated to the 7-6 millennium 
BC when no one lived in what are 
today the capitals of Europe. In fact, 
the Neolithic revolution that spread 
across Europe started here. This 
included settled life for the first time, 
animal husbandry, religious beliefs 
and all components of civilization 
that accounted for the beginnings of 
European culture.”
The city’s crossroad location between 
the East and the West was what made 

it so important in the time of Classical 
Antiquity. During that era, the city was 
called Serdica, a name derived from 
the name of a local Thracian tribe. 
“Sofia was and still is at the centre of 
the most important route connecting 
Europe with the East, the so-called 
diagonal route that Roman legions 
used to march on their enemies in 
the East. This exactly made Serdica 
extremely important for Roman 

statehood. It is not for nothing that 
the city was pampered by emperors 
including Marcus Aurelius, Justinian 
the Great and others.”
The city’s strategic advantages are the 
reason why over time it was the capital 
of two Roman provinces – Thrace and 
Dacia. In 3-4th centuryAD, the time 
of major collisions and changes in 
Roman society, the city became the 
arena of crucial events pertaining to 

zoom/destination Sofia
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the establishment of Christianity in 
Europe. Serdica was one of its earliest 
centers. “There is evidence that the 
Christian community in Serdica 
emerged as early as the 1st century 
AD”, Todor Tchobanov says, adding 
that the city reached its heyday during 
the reign of Emperor Constantine the 
Great and his predecessor Galerius.
“Galerius was born in Serdica. It was 
here that he issued a document that 
changed the cultural history of Europe, 
and why not of the whole world. This 
is the celebrated Edict of Serdica 
which permitted Christians to practice 
freely their religion that had been until 
then banned and persecuted by Roman 
emperors. This edict of tolerance 
sounds very up-to-date even in our 
day.”
However, the city saw its greatest 
prosperity under Emperor Constantine 
the Great. Constantine’s mother 
Helena was born in the town of Nis, 
now in western Serbia, not far from 
Sofia. 
“Constantine often resided in Serdica 
which he loved dearly. There is written 
evidence of his saying, ‘Serdica is 
my Rome’. Most probably, he built 
here one or more palaces here and left 
behind some major structures from late 
Antiquity that we have been digging up 
during archeological excavations.”
Serdica continued to be prosperous 
under Justinian the Great too, when the 
impressive basilica of St. Sophia was 
built that lent its name to the city. This 
period was followed by the turbulent 
era of the Migration of Peoples. The 
city was resurrected for new life 
during the reign of the Bulgarian 
Khan Krum who conquered it in 809. 
He gave the city its medieval name 
Sredets, derived from ‘sreda’, meaning 
middle, as it lay in the centre of the 
Bulgarian ethnic territory. Later, as the 
Bulgarian Kingdom was conquered 
by Byzantium, the name was changed 
again, this time to Triaditsa. In the 
11-13th century, the city became the 

arena of the crusades. The Sofia Valley 
was virtually depopulated. In the late 
Middle Ages the city was once again 
resurrected from the ashes.
“During the Second Bulgarian 
Kingdom, Sofia was the seat of the 
second most influential Bulgarian 
boyar, Sebastokrator Kaloyan. In 
fact, his mansion was on the outskirts 
of the city, in the village of Boyana. 
The Boyana Church which features 
on the UNESCO heritage list shows 
clearly that Bulgarian medieval art 
thrived in the area of the so-called 

Sofia Holy Mountain, a ring of 
monasteries encircling the ancient 
city that grew in 13-14th century. 
The frescoes in the Boyana Church 
are a major masterpiece, a harbinger 
of the western Renaissance”, Todor 
Tchobanov concludes.
During the Ottoman era (14-19th 
century) Sofia ceased to be an 
important city, only to be resurrected 
anew after the Liberation of Bulgaria 
from Turkish rule in 1878. A year 
later, it was proclaimed capital of the 
young Bulgarian state. 
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Scooter riding in Sofia's environs

Scooter riding in the outskirts of Sofia 
is for people who enjoy spending their 
leisure time in more unorthodox ways. 
Two young men – Ivailo Notev and 
Bogdan Dimitrov, who have had a 
passion for scooters for years, say that 
seeing the world from that perspective 
is highly enjoyable. That is why they 
decided to share their experience with 
as many people as possible. That’s 
how they started organizing scooter 
tours. Tours of this kind had never 
been offered in Sofia before ,that 
is why the two friends decided to 
draw on the experience of cities like 
London, Paris, and Barcelona. In the 
Bulgarian capital city, however, with 

its congested traffic, driving a scooter 
is a pretty extreme thing. That is why 
they decided to organize the tours in 
the environs of Sofia, where there is so 
much to see. 
“The idea came to us because there are 
a number of monasteries and historical 
sites around Sofia. There are 40 active 
monasteries in the vicinity of the city. 
We plan our tours to destinations that 
we haven’t visited before. We learn 
interesting facts and then share them 
with the people who come with us. 
Monasteries are interesting destinations 
for non-believers, as well. The tours are 
not actually religious. We can take a 
break in meadows and have picnics.”

by Miglena Ivanova

zoom/travelzoom/destination Sofia
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One fascinating destination for 
example is the monastery near Gorni 
Bogrov. There, the small church of 
St. George has kept something unique 
- a miraculous stone that grows. 
According to legend, it was brought 
here by knights crusaders in the 13th 
century. Besides the ability to grow, the 
stone is said to cure diseases, so people 
flock here to touch it.
How do the two friends select their 
routes?
“We need to have some interesting 
history about the place we are going 
to visit. Also, the road must be good 
because scooters have small tires. We 
avoid highways and dirt roads. We try 
to select destinations that are close to 
Sofia and we look for good conditions 
for picnics and recreation.”
However, riding a scooter in Sofia is 
a dangerous pastime and Bogdan tells 

us more about what he thinks needs to 
change.
“People just need to follow the rules 
and not to be in such a hurry. Traffic 
lights in Sofia change in no more 
than a minute or two. I do not think 
anyone will be so very late if they did 
not overtake cars all the time. Using 
turn signals is also very important, 
as well as keeping distance. I think 
these simple rules can 
change things. The 
only problem is that 
everyone wants to 
be first. City traffic 
is dangerous 
for riders as 
motorists say to 
themselves, ‘This 
guy is so slow’ and try 
to overtake you. Cars 
often overtake bikers in 

the same lane even though we all have 
equal rights on the road.” Finally, let 
us send a message for more tolerance 
and wish success to the two friends.

zoom/live
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Grandma Residence, or what the young can 
do to help Bulgarian villages
A group of 18 young people spent a little 
over a month in four villages above the 
Rhodope town of Luky – Djurkovo, 
Dryanovo, Yugovo and Manastir. The 
latter is the highest-altitude inhabited 
spot not only in Bulgaria, but also in 
the Balkans. The initiative was called 
Grandma Residence, the aim being to 

promote ideas, which could help these 
villages solve their problems in the long 
run. These ideas will be shared mid-
November at Empatheast, a forum for 
empathy-driven social change within 
Eastern Europe. Before that, however, 
the young people will work with mentors 
and will be supported by the Ideas 

Factory network but also by people 
with experience in different spheres and 
depending on the concrete idea, in order 
for the latter to be implemented by the 
spring of next year.
Project manager Yanina Taneva says that 
the participants leave the villages full of 
energy and with much food for thought:
“One of the girls said she had realized 
how precious life is. Living close to 
these elderly people helps one realize 
what it is like to live so close to death. 
Yet their outlook is often more optimistic 
and imbued with more vitality than that 
of young people. I think that is really 
the most important thing a person can 
learn – the purpose of life when facing 
old age. The other thing that the kids told 
me was that they had learnt to be more 
mindful of their own grandparents, to 
try to learn more from them. We realized 
that the bond between generations was 
really possible, provided both sides 
wanted and needed it. The elderly 
people at one of the villages did try 

by Yordanka Ivanova
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to learn words from the vocabulary 
of the youngsters, telling them words 
they themselves use from the Rhodope 
vernacular. Everyone benefits from that 
exchange.”
Different events took place at each of the 
four villages:
“The participants helped with the 
repairs of an old bakery in Djurkovo 
and kneaded over 600 loaves of bread, 
which were given out to the people at 
the Assumption Day feast. Even the old 
yeast in the village was brought back to 
life, as it hadn’t been used for decades. 
At Manastir the young people re-enacted 
the migration from Davidkovo back 
in the times when the border divided 
the liberated Bulgarian lands – and the 
horses’ hooves had to be wrapped in 
cloth, so as to keep the crossing silent. A 
bell was donated to the chapel, since the 
old one had been stolen three years ago. 
A pathway was marked above the village 
of Dryanovo with an incredible view of 
the place. Along with the local singing 
band, the locals organized a fete of the 
village, where the young people learnt 
how to cook typical Rhodope dishes. We 
were told what oshmar was – a kind of 
mash, similar to the hominy, but thinner 
and made of wheat flour and lots of 
yellow cheese… This is bond between 
the generations that leaves its mark in the 
hearts of the people.”
The young people also learnt how to 
weave, they created jewlery traditional 
for the area, they learnt how to mow, 
went out to find lost sheep and made 
raspberry jam and pine honey. The old 
Roman bridge to Yugovo was restored.
What more does the Grandma Residence 
project need?
“We want to record a CD of the Dryanovo 
music band with the local community 
club which has been preserving the 
unique Rhodope folklore. We would 
launch an appeal for support, in order 
to help these women tour around the 
country. They received an invitation from 
the Koprivshtitsa Folklore Festival, but 

they coudn’t afford to make the trip. At 
the same time we will be looking for 
volunteers – for harvesting potatoes, for 
making chutney, etc. over one weekend. 
In winter we will also need lots of 
support, as these villages were left without 
electricity for 5 whole days over the last 

heavy winter. We would like to donate 
and to raise money for an electricity 
storage device for each village, as the 
inhabitants are elderly people and if this 
were to happen again, it could be fatal. 
The project will be expanded over its next 
edition.” 
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ChElopECh – ThE SMall MuNiCipaliTy 
WiTh a flaiR 

“One hundred lives I shall roll into one and fall like a seed to 
your ground” – goes the poem by Haralampy Haralampiev 
dedicated to Chelopech. The Bulgarian poet is one of the most 
prominent figures born in the village with a population of 2,500. 
Chelopech lies a short distance from Sofia (it can be reached in 
90 minutes by public transport) and is surrounded by the beauty 
of the region, known as Srednogorie. The area is best known 
for the biggest copper-gold-pyrites deposits in Europe and the 
beautiful park Korminesh, the venue of many of the events on 
the municipality’s cultural calendar. Right next to the village are 
the towns of Zlatitsa and Pirdop, and some twenty kilometers 
off – the museum-town Koprivshtitsa. Mayor, engineer Alexy 
Kesyakov who comes from an old Koprivshtisa family says that 
alongside the material assets – and there are a great many of 
them – his team of co-workers should endavour to offer the 
people of Chelopech an array of cultural events. People here 
love their traditional customs, songs and dances.

Par: Albéna Bézovska
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“Folklore is a medium conveying our national identity,” says Mr. 
Kesyakov. “Any patriotically-minded Bulgarian is duty-bound to 
make his or her contribution to its preservation. We all know that 
millions around the world admire traditional Bulgarian songs 
and dances very much. That is what prompted us to include some 
magnificent professional and amateur ensembles from this country 
in the programme of the first edition of the Gold Dust Festival in 
2014. The performances of the artistes from abroad were a veritable 
gift to the audiences and a wonderful way to bring them in contact 
with different cultures. This festival is also one way to boost tourism 
in our parts and we see it as a principal source of income in the 
future.”

Once again this year the international event will take place on a 
wonderful, rather unorthodox stage. Unorthodox, because the 
audience seats are in fact inside alcoves with wooden tables and 
benches, scattered amphitheatrically. There once was a meadow 
here in the midst of a pine forest at the foothills of the mountain. 
The locality was called Korminesh and the park now bears the same 
name. The forest and the mountain now surround stage and audience 
seats, all made of solid wood and wrought iron. This amphitheatrical 
construction was unveiled in the spring of 2014. The idea is to 
combine the events in Korminesh park with family outings. 

The stage now awaits the forthcoming second edition of the Gold 
Dust International Festival. Once again, Margarita Bogdanova is its 
artistic director.

“We are proud to say that there is no other international forum in the 
region on such a grand scale. We would like to make it a tradition, 

developing Korminesh park into a genuine festival complex. We 
are also planning to establish an international forum for school-age 
participants. The children of Chelopech deserve it. Some would say 
that a small municipality like ours cannot handle such an event. But 
the appraisal of the participants in the festival’s first edition, who 
came from Georgia, Mexico, India, as well as the experts proves 
otherwise.
This year, the Gold Dust Festival is taking place July 23 -26. We 
are expecting guests from Peru, Italy, Slovakia, Romania. We have 
not given up the idea of extending and enriching the initiative. 
The novelty this year is that on one of the festival days, there will 
be a contest for Bulgarian groups, who have already confirmed 
participation. The jury is made up of professionals of proven merit. 
The holder of the Grand Prix will earn the right to take part in other, 
bigger festivals. On the eve of the festival, preparations are in full 
swing. We would like to make these festivals days an unforgettable 
experience for our guests from near and far.”

The municipality has been discussing ways to bring in more tourists 
from Bulgaria and abroad.

“We have been doing our best to take full advantage of the assets 
we have, paltry as they may seem,” says Mr. Kesyakov. “In terms of 
geography and of history, we have not been handed some kind of “big 
diamond”, what we do have a handful of small gems that we intend 
to showcase in all of their glory. Municipalities with a population 
of less than 5,000 are not eligible for funding under European or 
other projects – we only have access to really small projects. When it 
comes to ventures on a grander scale, we have no one to rely on but 
ourselves. ▶ 
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We have been looking for ways to turn tourism into a source 
of income for the people of Chelopech. We all know well the 
idiosyncrasies of the village and the surrounding area, so we must 
unfold alternative forms which are as yet insufficiently developed. 
The folklore festival has already been attracting “target tourists” 
– people interested in traditional music. Excavations conducted 
in the vicinity many years ago have shown that there once existed 
a Thracian settlement in what is now the northern portion of the 
village. We are expecting the respective authorities to draw their 
conclusions, we on our part are ready to turn it into a tourist site. 
We have already made inroads into motorbike tourism. This is in 
fact one of the things the Korminesh complex was earmarked for 
– biker events. This year we have two such gatherings. We are also 

planning to 

construct a straight section for the races, an offroad section etc. If 
we manage to build a race course of appropriate size we could end 
up rivaling similar race courses in the Balkans. Close to the village, 
at a spot of breathtaking beauty there is a mountain cabin called 
Mourgana, now renovated it offers excellent conditions to tourists. 
We are currently building “thematic” pathways leading up to it – 
sports, historical. Actually this was where the Russian troops passed 
during the 1877-1878 Russo-Turkish war. Close to the village fierce 
battles were fought. Not forgetting the “socialist” tourism, something 
that interests visitors from Bulgaria and abroad. These are moments 
in history which we shall visualize. We plan to organize tourist 
itineraries following the “Chavdar” communist guerilla detachment 
(1941 - 1944) which operated in the mountains around.”

An enterprising spirit brimming with ideas, Mr. Kesyakov has 
taken major steps to improve education in Chelopech. He is 

himself father of three and knows very well just how important 
the first years are in the education and upbringing of 

children. Years before becoming state policy, he 
introduced performance reviews for teachers and for 
students. Here is more from Tatyana Tsonkova, chief 

expert at the municipality.

“Our first steps were to support teachers financially. In 
Bulgaria, the teaching profession is among the worst paid 
jobs. So, we motivated them but also demonstrated that 

the municipality has a vested interest in the quality of the 
education our children receive. I would like to emphasize 
that children living in neighbouring towns and villages 

also attend our school and our kindergarten. We drafted 
a document – an agreement between the municipality and the 

two educational establishments. We set down the criteria for 
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the performance reviews which are conducted twice a year. Innovative 
methods and practices, the individual professional advancement of 
teachers are our priority; we have been following the successes of 
our children at Olympiads, competitions and festivals. Gradually, the 
flaws in education became apparent and we have been taking stapes to 
remedy them. And now, I can say that three years after we introduced 
performance reports, the progress we have made is evident. Teachers 
know they can rely on us and have been working with a real flair. 
Children know that they must work harder because they too have 
performance reports. It is now clear that this is a working model. For 
some 18 months we have been working on a project “Together we 
can do more”, financed under the Operational Programme Human 
Resources Development 2007-2013 which is targeted at the minorities. 
As it turned out, the project has been very helpful to both children 
and their parents. We have done our best to make parents part of the 
process of education, to show them that the future of their children 
is dependent on their knowledge, that this is a responsibility which is 
theirs and not just the school’s. They started joining different initiatives. 
It was an endeavour that bore fruit, the results are very good.”

The mayor and his team also take the physical development of 
children and adults in Chelopech to heart. The village has a sports 
centre bigger municipalities can only dream of having. It is called 
Harmony and has designated sports equipment for men and 
women, a basketball and a volleyball hall, a sauna as well as therapy 
procedures. The conditions of use sound incredible – admission is 
free for children and people aged 25 or under; the admission fee for 
everyone else is BGN 2 (EUR 1).

The chitalishte (cultural community centre) is the oldest cultural 
centre in Chelopech with a history going back 100 years. The 

chitalishte has several music ensembles preserving and continuing 
our folklore traditions. Once, the principal occupation here was 
farming and animal husbandry, while the women of Chelopech 
sang their songs on work days and on fete days. When the biggest 
copper and gold deposits in Europe were discovered here, in 
Chelopech, people turned to mining. And the folklore changed. But 
to this very day, the traditions are observed and handed down from 
generation to generation. The ritual called laduvane (or as people 
here call it ring singing), Epiphany, Yordanovden and Ivanovden 
have stepped over into the 21st century as living and breathing 
practices. Each of these feast days has an individuality of its own, 
as well as elements that are typical of this village and this village 
only. For example, on Yordanovden a cross is not thrown into the 
river here. Early in the morning water in a copper is sanctified in 
the church, then it is carried outside, together with the gonfalons 
to be taken to a designated location on the river Vozdol. There, 
it is symbolically poured out – it is said that this will purify the 
entire village. After that the priest makes the rounds of the village 
houses and sprinkles each one with the holy water for health. 
Sirni Zagovezni (Cheesefare Sunday) is another colourful fete 
here. There are two kukeri (mummer) clubs in Chelopech – the 
Golden Bear and the Golden Fleece, which have been awarded 
numerous international prizes at festivals and masquerade games. 
The mummers can be heard ringing their bells all over the village 
for a week. The festivities reach their climax on Sunday in the 
village square when fires are lit and the halva biting can begin. The 
tradition of horse racing on St. Todor’s day is another tradition that 
is still alive in our day. But the fete that brings together families 
from near and far is Sunday, All Souls’ Day. The same holds good 
of the day of Chelopech municipality, with people from all over the 
country and abroad arriving for the festivities.
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AnDRonIA PoPovA PRESEnTS “GIAnTS AnD 
DWARvES”
The new album by Nasekomix sounds as 
if it comes from another space and time. 
Its music embraces the power of nature 
to transform it into an inspiring emotion.  
The album is called Giants and Dwarves.
The Nasekomix band is composed of 
young and popular Bulgarian musicians 
– Mihail Vladimirov Yosifov (guitar), 
Alexander Danielov (drums), Georgi 
Donchev (double bass) and Andronia 
Popova – Roni (vocals and accordion). 
The CD features15 songs, most of them in 
Bulgarian, with lyrics by Mariy Rosen. The 
album was recorded in the Rhodopes, in 
secluded rocky nooks anc crannies veiled 
by mystery and legend. Among them are 
the ancient Tatul sanctuary, Belintash, 
Chudnite Mostove (The Wonder Bridges) 
rock phenomenon and others. Ronny 
tells Radio Bulgaria more about the idea 
to record the album in such unusual 
locations.
”In 2009, we released our first album 
entitled ‘Adam's Bushes Eva's Deep’ and 
we went on tour. At that time we started 

performing new songs that created on the 
spot. They were all strongly associated 
with nature. It was a special time in our 
lives when we were interested in the ways a 
person can unlock their incredible abilities 
and bond with nature. The lyrics by Mariy 
convey that fabulous feeling one has in 
the midst of a forest. Nature prompts us 
to find our true selves as it emits that 
incredible energy we tried to encode in the 
songs included in the album.”
Vocalist Ronny tells us more about the 
album:
”Giants and Dwarves” is a great metaphor 
for the human condition. Sometimes we 
are like giants, sometimes we are like 
dwarves – brave but small. The premiere 
of the album was an exciting experience. 
It took place in Alma Alter Theatre at 
Sofia University. The hall is square, and 
we wanted the audience to be close to us. 
Unlike the first album, which was very 
emotional and expressive, ”Giants and 
Dwarves” is more intimate. We wanted 
to find the appropriate surroundings 

that would suit it. The interaction with 
the audience was fantastic. When it was 
over, people did not want to leave. They 
stayed with us and helped us move our 
equipment.”
How do the musicians from Nasekomix 
create their songs and which of them were 
inspired by the magical places in nature?
”I love all of the songs. When we went on 
this trip, the compositions were fragile 
and had not taken a concrete form. There 
were a lot of improvisations and musical 
provocations during the recording. I created 
the melody for ‘New Times Come’ when 
we were to Belintash and then Misho wrote 
the whole instrumental part. All members 
of the band have their unique contribution.  
We also do not stick to any particular genre. 
We try to make our wildest ideas work and 
if they turn out well, the feeling is great. We 
have joined forces with a book publisher 
for the distribution of the album. In 
November this publisher celebrates its 25th 
anniversary and then we are going to have 
another Giants and Dwarves concert.”

by Eleonora Nikolova
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“TWICE UPon A TImE In ThE WEST” - ThE BUlGARIAn 
movIE STARRInG ClAUDIA CARDInAlE

“Twice Upon a Time in the West” had its premiere in Sofia on 
October 7. The film is the feature debut of director Boris Despodov, 
known for his documentary “Corridor No. 8” and the animated film 
“Three Sisters and Andrey” which have won awards in Bulgaria and 
abroad. To begin with, the intention was to make a documentary. 
But surfing the Internet, Boris saw pictures of the location where 
Sergio Leone’s “Once Upon a Time in the West” was shot, a film 
starring Claudia Cardinale. And the location was amazing with 
surreal landscapes – the Tabernas desert in Southern Spain.
“What I discovered was that the locals still lived on the borderline 
of reality and fiction and saw themselves as cowboys,” Despodov 
says. Together with cameraman Jimmy Gimferrer the two went on 
location and decided it was worth making a movie about the place. 
It was the film’s executive producer Krassimir Ivanov who contacted 
Claudia Cardinale. On the very next day they met her to discuss the 
project and she accepted the role. In fact, she plays herself – in her 
140th film.
“It was magnificent, because in “Once Upon a Time in the West” I 
was the only woman in the cast and coming back to this place 40 
years later was truly wonderful.”

“The plot changed all the time,” Boris Despodov says. “First, the 
location itself was amazing. And the people there do not identify 
with modern life, they bear all traits of the characters they played 
in the film. To begin with, my idea was to have a young Bulgarian 
girl running away from her past, stalked by her abusive husband. 
She sets out to seek her fortunes here, to this place and meets with 
Claudia Cardinale. Practically the entire movie is riddled with 
improvisations and that includes the actors, we all improvised. To 
my mind, that is one of the most interesting things in filmmaking – 
to sense the change in the people you are working with. They might 
come up with suggestions that are better than your own ideas. That 
is what filmmaking is all about – it is a collective form of art, one 
works with people more capable than oneself, so they can turn one’s 
attention to things other people cannot dream up.”
On October 8, Claudia Cardinale met with Minister of Culture 
Vezhdi Rashidov and Prof. Lyubomir Halachev, rector of the 
Krastyo Sarafov National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts 
(NAFTA). She was bestowed an academy Doctor Honoris Causa; 
the renowned actress also held an open master class for NAFTA 
students.

by Veneta Pavlova
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The exhibition “Christo and Jeanne-Claude: 
Prints and Objects 1963-2014” is on at the 
Sofia City Art Gallery from September 

14th to November 22nd. This is the first exhibition 
by the world-famous artists in Bulgaria. The two 
are astral twins: they were born on the same day, 
13 June 1935. He was born in Gabrovo to a family 
of industrialists, she was born in Casablanca to a 
family of army men; both are American citizens. 
In 2009, Jeanne-Claude passed away.
This is the first exhibition of works of theirs held 
here in Bulgaria. “When talking about them 
there is one word that invariably springs to mind 
– freedom,” says art critic Maria Vassileva. And 
describes Christo as a classic of modern art.
“He is the man who seems to have stretched 
our idea of freedom  to the limit, of upholding 
what we are doing,” she adds. “His place in art is 
consistent with the 20th and 21st century notion of 
maximum freedom, good will and the prospect 
of doing things simply because that is what we 
want to do. Both Christo and Jeanne-Claude 
have often stated their work exists simply because 
they want it to exist, not because anyone else 
does or has commissioned the work. They have 
truly managed to preserve their creative freedom 
in a spectacular way, refusing all sponsorship, 

commercial relationships, and to my mind that 
is a unique thing. I don’t know of any other 
people like them in the history of modern art 
or art in general. This means upholding one’s 
positions and this is no whim or commercial 
gimmick. It is a sense of being absolutely free that 
is deeply rooted in them both. It is something 
that they have managed to sustain and this 
whole exhibition we are now showing is a 
demonstration of the reach of their dreams. They 
are fully  entitled to dream because they are free 
and it is a right they have earned.”
The exhibition features works by both artists, 
as well as photographs of their works by 
Wolfgang Volz. The earliest are from 1963 
and the latest – from 2014. The most popular 
among them are the wrapped Reichstag 
and Pont Neuf, the umbrellas in Japan, the 
surrounded islands in Biscayne Bay, the gates 
in Central Park in New York, the running fence 
in California, the wall in Germany. There are 
other projects now in progress – the floating 
piers in Italy, the Mastaba project in the United 
Arab Emirates, Over the River for Arkansas 
in Colorado. And this is but a small portion of 
their work. During the long years of their work 
together the two have put in place 22 projects; 
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permission for 37 more has been denied 
them. But they continued their work.
“What is most important is the creative 
process,” says Maria Vassileva. “And what 
makes this exhibition so revealing is that it 
demonstrates the ongoing process, the way 
ideas are put down on paper and the long road 
they have to cover before they can be presented 
to the public, or not. The exhibition also 
features many projects that never came to light 
and no attempt was made that they should. 
But they are a very vivid illustration of the two 
artists’ creative minds – an incredible tandem, 
a tandem with a fine balance throughout the 
process - from the time they come up with an 
idea that takes them up to the conceptual level 
and then, making use of Christo’s skills as an 
artist to visualize this idea on paper.”
Christo and Jeanne-Claude are the artists 
whose projects are probably the most widely 
discussed publicly. Because of the specifics 
of their work, through the years they have 
had to have meetings with politicians, 
environmentalists, journalists and the people 
whose land they have wanted to use for their 
projects. And in doing this, they have made a 
considerable contribution to the promotion of 

modern art and explaining it to the public.
The exhibition came as something of a 
surprise and was relatively easy to organize, 
with Christo covering a large part of the cost. 
Support was also given by Sofia municipality 
and the America for Bulgaria foundation. 
Though from a distance, the artist himself 
arranged the exhibition with fine precision.
“As a matter of fact the place of each work 
you can see hanging on the walls was selected 
by Christo himself, according to the gallery’s 
layout. It only remained for us to put them up. 
So, albeit from a distance he supervised the 

entire process. The very fact that he had drawn 
up precision sketches on a 1 to 4 scale of where 
each work should go, shows the kind of man he 
is and is indicative of his professionalism. He 
has no assistants, he never has and he says that 
as long as he is alive and well each one of his 
exhibitions is his personal responsibility and 
that he is duty-bound to do everything himself, 
from beginning to end. Very professional and 
modest as well – a very human approach to 
his work, to the way the projects and works by 
Christo and Jeanne-Claude are presented to 
the public.”
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Bulgarian Evgeni Dinev has taken 
the prestigious 6th position among the 
best landscape photographers in the 
world at the US topteny.com website’s 
rankings. He not only presents a 
collection of thrilling photos, but also 
a story – with pictures, colors and 
words. “This land has been marked 
by ancient civilizations, wiped out by 
the centuries. Dozens of fortresses are 
still hidden and forgotten amidst the 
thick forests of the Balkan Range, as 
those used to be part of Byzantium’s 
defense network in the Balkans” – 
that is the rhythm of one of Dinev’s 
stories interwoven with photography. 
It brings us back centuries ago when 
the Kapilovsko kale in the Balkan 
Range protected the Byzantine Empire 
from the barbarian tribes. Evgeni says 
that curiosity pushed him towards 
photography – the old editions of 
National Geographic in the pre-Internet 
era made him dream. Today the work 
of the photographer is really popular 

across social networks and he has 
nearly 91,000 Facebook fans. What is 
the feeling whenever a photographer 
discovers the unique shot? 

“Well, the thing is one doesn’t know 
which the unique shot is. Whenever it 
is taken, you think it is quite common. 
Sometimes the reaction of the people 
is the thing that prompts that you 
have shot something really beautiful. 
I’ve had many cases when I have 
discovered the uniqueness of a photo 
2-3-4 years after it has been taken. One 
way or another, the others show me 
which photos are good.” 

Which part of the day is the best for 
landscape photography?

“I do love mornings, before and after 
dawn, when the day is rising. The 
sky is clear, the light is brighter and 
more intense. Those hours with the 
sun being situated low below and 

Photographer Evgeni Dinev and his  
 passion for dawns by Miglena Ivanova
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above the horizon are the best ones 
for photography. It is not a good idea 
to shoot at noon for instance. Most of 
the viewers say: “Oh, I’ve been there. 
It doesn’t look like that – he has done 
something with Photoshop.” In reality 
you don’t need Photoshop, but the right 
time,” the artist explains. 

The fan is rarely aware of the 
difficulties one faces while 
photographing amidst extreme 
natural circumstances: with rain, 
thunders, storms or snow. “You take 
huge risks in such weather,” Evgeni 
says. However, there are even more 
difficulties:

“The complicated moments are related 
mainly to the trip itself, as interesting 
spots should be looked for. In fact it 
is toughest to find the place – it takes 
a wake early through the night, a long 
travel, lots of patience while waiting 
and finally… you might end up with 
nothing. Whenever one has found the 
spot, one has to be able to capture 
beauty.” 

The photographer travels around the 
whole country. However, are there any 
particularly suitable spots?

“Of course there are. I see old forests 
as such places, along with the reserves 
in the Balkan Range, the Rhodope 
Mountain… Those are now almost 
extinct in other mountains. The Central 
Balkan National Park in the Balkan 
Range is the best, as far as forests 
are concerned, along with the highest 
parts of the Rhodope Mountain, but 
the logging is now too much there. I 
don’t want to go to the Strandja Natural 
Reserve anymore, as the situation is 
terrible. I recall that the roads used to 
be like tunnels before, one couldn’t see 
the sun. And now it’s all gone, there are 
no trees. It’s a sad view. We destroy our 
most precious assets here in Bulgaria.” 
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Boyan was born in 1973 in Bulgaria’s capital 
Sofia and graduated in zoology. When he 
was still a pupil, he started to participate in 
various cave expeditions. In 1990, Boyan 
officially started to deal with alpinism 
after he climbed a couple of two and three 
thousand metre-high peaks in Tian Shan 
Mountain in Central Asia.
In 2000, Boyan was diagnosed with diabetes 
as the doctors told him categorically that 
he had to forget about alpinism and cave 
expeditions and that he should take care 
of his condition. “In the beginning, I was 
slightly worried, but the month I learnt 
I had diabetes, I went to a small cave 
expedition in Romania, where I saw that it 
was really difficult to be part of such trips 
when you are suffering from that severe 
illness and you have to shoot insulin five 
times a day and constantly measure your 
blood sugar. However, I realized that 
everything is possible. Three months later 
I climbed Mount Ararat in Turkey (5,136 
meters) and started to gain courage. I 
managed to deal with my illness”, Boyan 
Petrov recalls. 
So far, Boyan has climbed 18 peaks which 
rise at an altitude of over 5,000 metres 
above sea level. He also conquered 5 peaks 
which rise at 8,000 metres or above - 

Gasherbrum I, Kangchenjunga, Broad Peak, 
K2 and Manaslu. In 2014, Boyan became 
the first Bulgarian mountaineer who 
climbed 3 peaks that rise at an altitude of 8 
thousand metres or above in 100 days only 
and set a world record after he managed to 
climb two of them - Broad Peak and K2 in 
8 days only. After each expedition, Boyan 
brings back to Bulgaria various unknown 

bugs and donates them to the National 
Museum of Natural History in Sofia where 
he actually works. 
One would probably think that if people 
want to become alpinists, they must be 
hotspurs. However, Boyan does not agree 
with that. One does not have to be a 
hotspur in order to become a mountain 
climber. However, you have to be smart, 
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BoyAn PETRov: ThE fEElInG of 
ConqUERInG ThE moUnT WIThoUT oxyGEn 
AnD ShERPAS IS InCREDIBlE by Miglena Ivanova

Alpinist Boyan Petrov who became the first 
Bulgarian who conquered Mount Manaslu 
(8,163 meters) located in the Nepalese 
Himalayas, in the west-central part of 
Nepal, has returned to Bulgaria several days 
after the climb. As always, Boyan did that 
without oxygen and sherpas. I do not want 
to use any oxygen and the help of sherpas. 
When you reach an altitude of 8,000 meters 
and start using oxygen, it feels like you are 
1,000 meters below. In my view, if you cheat 
yourself, you cannot feel the sport, Boyan 
told Radio Bulgaria. Boyan Petrov is a real 
phenomenon in Bulgaria’s alpinism. 
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well-trained and prepared and have great 
powers of endurance. Here is what Boyan 
Petrov told Radio Bulgaria after returning 
from Manaslu:
“This was the shortest expedition to a 
mount rising at an altitude of 8,000 metres 
or above. It was exactly 31 days from the 
moment I left Sofia to the time I returned 
back. It took me 20 days to reach the peak 
from the base camp. The climbing went 
extremely quick, because this autumn 
the weather conditions were much better 
than usual. The previous six Bulgarian 
expeditions faced very harsh conditions 
when our climbers tried to conquer the 
peak. I watched videos of three of the 
expeditions - all camps were covered in 
snow and that was the reason for their 
failure. We were lucky that there was no 
snow. A total of 150-160 foreign alpinists 
and sherpas were trying to climb the peak 
this year. Three trekking agencies made 
mistakes when they were planning the 
attack of the peak and their clients were 
disappointed. It is still a mystery why such 
big agencies which have 8 to 10 successful 
attempts attacked the peak earlier. 
Their clients paid USD 20,000 for those 
expeditions, which is three times more 
than the money I paid to climb Manaslu. 
The route to the mount is not that tough. 
There is a difficult part between the first and 
the second camp, but I managed to cover 

that section relatively quick. I made a new 
experiment during the expedition to the 
mount - I climbed camps 2 and 3 from the 
base camp and later returned to sleep at the 
base camp. Thus, I did not have to carry 
a lot of luggage with me. I had one tent 
and one primus only, unlike others who 
carried many tents and equipment with 
themselves”. 
The Manaslu camps are situated 
approximately 1 to 2 kilometers from 
each other at a displacement of nearly 
600 meters. “I was making ascents and 
descents, in order to get used to the 
weather conditions and I was ready 

to attack the peak twelve or thirteen 
days after I started the expedition. On 
September 28, I set up camp 3. The 
weather was extremely windy, but 
suddenly the wind stopped. The weather 
was perfect during the following three 
days, which happens extremely rarely at 
Manaslu.”
Boyan Petrov has already started thinking 
about the next two peaks he is planning 
to conquer in March 2016. Meanwhile, he 
is preparing an exhibition where he is to 
display various types of stones he brought 
to Bulgaria from all of his expeditions so 
far.
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vIllA ARmIRA To APPly foR UnESCo

The ancient Villa Armira near the town of Ivaylovgrad, restored with the 
help of European funding, is applying for the UNESCO World Heritage 
List, Deputy Minister of Culture Associate Prof. Dr. Bonny Petrunova 
has announced.  It is considered to be the most opulent private palace 
from the Roman period, excavated in what are today the Bulgarian 
lands. It was built in the second half of the 1st century AD by a renowned 
Thracian landlord. The huge two-story building covers an area of 2,132 
m2 – with a panoramic terrace and many rooms - 22 of those on the 
ground floor alone, surrounding a pool of 11x7 m. Remains of a Roman 
type heating system have also come down to us. During the first half of 
the 2nd century AD, there was a workshop there as well where master 

craftsmen the dazzling white marble extracted in the vicinity.
Craftsmen from the town of Afrodisia in Asia Minor were invited there, 
as the place was known as the foremost the sculpture school in the world 
throughout the Roman age. Thus the villa was turned into a true palace 
of the Roman empire, decorated to perfection with beautiful marble slabs 
and canvases covering all walls. The mosaics in the landlord’s bedroom 
are particularly precious, as they include the portrait of one of the 
owners and his two children. These are the only mosaic portraits from 
the Roman epoch ever discovered in Bulgaria. “This unique monument 
has all the necessary qualities to be the new Bulgarian UNESCO 
nomination,” Bonny Petrunova underlined.
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